
 

UNREAL ENGINE DEVELOPER 
 

Summary: 

I`m a programmer in different areas with 20 years of experience. For the last three years I 
have been developing games on the Unreal Engine using both C++ and Blueprints.  

Experience: 

Game Developer at RMTeam, Russia, remote 
May 2019 – May 2021 

 Worked on the development of a multiplayer cooperative action RPG FPS. 
 Developed gameplay logic, game systems like weapon systems, dialogue systems, 

quest systems, interaction logic 
 Created HUD UI elements 
 Fixed bugs in AI behavior trees 
 Participated in the testing and quality assurance process 

I was also responsible for: 

 Network interaction and replication 
 Bug fixes and refactoring, Profiling CPU and finding causes of low fps, 

optimization 
 Creating and modifying animation blueprints 
 Particle effects and sound integration 

Game Developer at indie team GWG, Russia, remote 
December 2018 – May 2019 

 Participated in the development of indie RTS game with team of volunteers 
 Developed gameplay logic, worked on armor system, projectile system. 
 Learned concepts, features, network communications 

Accounting systems programmer, Russia, various companies 
December 2001 – May 2019 

 Developed accounting reports using SQL, business solutions for small and 
medium businesses 

 Created programs for automating business processes 
 Created stock exchange robots for automatic trading using MQL4 and C#. 
 Developed gateways for interaction between various programs using XML 



 Had my own business, managed a team of 4 employees 
 And much more… 

Skills: 

 Strong C++ programming skill, strong knowledge of Blueprints 
 Know and understand core UE objects and classes 
 Have experience with network communications inside UE (RPC and replication) 
 Well versed with quality testing and debugging complex errors 
 Skilled in writing structured and well commented code; 
 Skilled in understanding other’s code 
 Skilled in finding effective solutions, work for result 
 Analytical skills for finding the causes of unexpected behavior in the software. 

Debugging code. Optimizing performance 
 Self-motivated, strong background in computer science 
 UE4, C++, Blueprints, SQL, Trello, Git, Svn, XML  

English level: 

upper intermediate (travelling around the world for many years, communicating with 
people in English) 

Education: 

North Caucasus State University (1998-2003), specialist`s degree in engineering and 
programming 

Portfolio and code example: 

https://github.com/DenCommander/UE4CodeExample.git 

https://yadi.sk/i/7cZUIgnMr_-TDw 

My strengths: 

 Very responsible attitude to work, as well as to the resources of the company and 
do my best to get the maximum result without forgetting about the resources 
spent. 

 Working with me, you get a reliable remote employee, who does not need daily 
monitoring and will not disappear at the most inopportune moment.  

 Always try to improve the project by offering my vision and ideas 
 Appreciate the efforts of the whole team. For example, if I recently worked with a 

particular system and I see that QA assigned a bugfix in the same system to 
another programmer, then I try to take over the task (if I am sure that I will solve it 
much faster) or try to help another programmer to save his time. 

 When receiving a technical requirement, I try to dive into the details in order to 
understand the goal. I do not work like a robot that simply follows instructions, 



not understanding why he does it, because this often leads to knowingly incorrect 
results. 

Goal: 

 To find remote work. Contract 
 Flexible working hours  

Additional info: 

I am an individual entrepreneur, looking for a remote job, so I don’t need a US/EU visa 
and US/EU work permit. I accept payments to a Russian bank account and can issue 
invoices. I pay taxes in Russia, therefore the employer will not have any problems with 
any kind of the authorities (tax, migration etc.) 

Contacts: 

Phone/Telegram/WhatsApp/Viber: +79624424325  
E-mail: vinni-pouh@yandex.ru 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sopov-denis/ 
Discord: DenSopov#5728 


